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Oliver and Company 

Rated G 

Critic:  Disney Fan 

Rating: Too good to be true 

The movie is about a orphaned 

kitten named Oliver who joins a 

gang of dogs.  But when he gets 

adopted by a little girl, he must 

choose between her and the 

gang.  This is Disney’s most            

underrated film.  The animation 

is beautiful, the songs are catchy 

and Oliver the cat is adorable.  A 

must watch for anyone.  It’s                

because of this movie we have Aladdin, The Little 

Mermaid, The Lion King and Beauty and the Beast. 
 

Sword Art Online:  

Aincrad 

By Reki Kawahara  

Critic:  WishMaker 

Rating: Too good to be true 

I feel confident saying that  

almost everyone reading this 

has played a video game, or at 

least has a basic concept of 

how video games work.  Sword Art Online capture 

this all perfectly and immersively.  This manga 

takes place insdie the world of Aincrad, which is 

the floating island that is the setting of Sword Art 

Online (commonly abbreviated as SAO by                

characters in the story), the first-every 

VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer 

Online Role-Playing Game).  Unlike concepts for 

modern virtual reality like the Oculus Rift, SAO is 

controlled by the Nervegear, which puts the             

player in command.  Any motions the player tries 

to make control their in-game avatar, and, it                

revolutionizes gaming.  That is, until the creator of 

the game turns into a psychopath, removing the 

“log out” feature and setting the Nervegear to fry 

the brain of any players who die in-game until the 

game is completed. 

 

Trickster’s Choice 

By Tamora Pierce 

Critic:  Athena the Wise M. 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Awesome book.  It’s in a fantasy 

world, but there’s not too much 

magic in it.  Aly is a girl who 

gets captured as a slave, just 

because she takes a short walk away from her 

lovely family.  A god turns up and chooses her as 

a big part of his huge mind-blowing plan.  She 

protects the royal princess, who is from two royal 

lines: the Raka (natives) and the Luarin (white                   

people).   

 

The Amulet of Samarkand 

By Jonathan Stroud 

Critic:  Peanut 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Do you like witty hilarious 

characters?  Do you like when 

characters do the absolute 

WORST thing they could             

possibly do to give the bad 

the  advantage?  (Although it 

isn’t really the bad who gets the advantage.)  

You’ll see.  It’s kind of confusing, with past and 

present, but Bartimaeus is funny and awesome at 

showing the worst of Nathaniel.  BTW: Nathaniel 

is a magician who thought his studies were going 

way………..too………s…….l…..o…..w….., so, he decides 

to summon the second top class djinni (way too 

hard) and Bartimaeus (the djinni) totally makes 

him pay for it.  (Seriously pay for it!) 

 

400 Blows 

Not Rated 

Critic:  HUD5-TP 

Rating: Good enough to be 
true 

This is a French movie! 

Which means….subtitles!  It’s 

about growing up, being a 

kid and much more.  Watch this movie to have a 

great time.  (P.S. the end is weird) 
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Wind Catcher 

By Jeff and Erynn Altabet 

Critic:  Kickstarter 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Juliet is of Native American 

descent and attends an elite 

private school in Arizona.  

She is still close to her roots 

and her grandfather wants 

her to know her past so she 

can prepare for the future.  She doesn’t know this 

though.  One picture from 1986, five people, two 

dead in days.  Is her grandfather next?  Character 

relationships give the book great depth and a very 

good read overall. 
 

The Nut Job 

Rated PG 

Critic:  Disney Fan 

Rating: Defenestration necessary 

 

This movie is about a squirrel who 

tries to steal some nuts from a 

nut store.  I despise this movie.  

Giving it one star would be a 

compliment.  The jokes are just nut puns or toilet 

humor and the plot steals elements from A Bugs Life 

and Over the Hedge.  One of the biggest                   

problems is the characters. They are massively                         

unlikeable, especially the main character.  I hate him 

so much.  This is the worst movie I have ever seen.  

Worse than the The Wild.   

 

 

Seedfolks 

By Paul Fleischman 

Critic:  M.C. Giggles 

Rating: Socks with sandals 

This book is a cute book and 

each chapter is from a different 

point of view and has some 

suspense.  Very short, but every 

word is chosen for a reason.  All the suspense feels 

like it will never be resolved.  This book is okay but 

could be better. 

Book of a Thousand Days 

By Shannon Hale 

Critic:  Athena the Wise M. 

Rating: Socks with sandals 

The book is really nice, but it is 

too similar to Shannon Hale’s 

other books.  The plot is                  

basically the same as another 

one of her books.  The cool 

thing is, it’s set in a Mongolian 

world.  It’s also a love feud, if 

you like that sort of thing.  It’s 

about a lady (basically a princess) and her maid 

locked in her tower for seven years.  Because she 

wants to marry this guy (the lady I mean) but her 

dad told her: “Marry this other guy!” So yeah. 
 

Life on the Refrigerator Door 

By Alice Kuiper 

Critic:  Paris 

Rating: Too good to be true 

This book is totally different 

than a regular book.  It is 

made of post-its stuck on the 

fridge between a mom and 

daughter.  It’s very creative, 

and that’s what makes it 

amazing.  The short notes 

leave out a lot of information, 

so there’s a lot of reading           

between the lines.  Looking 

back, there is not much of a 

plot, but you don’t really notice.  It is full of              

emotion and honesty.  This book is great for real-

life, easy, emotional moments.  You cannot go 

wrong with such a simply constructed book. 
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Sword Art Online:               

Aincrad 

By Reki Kawahara  

Critic:  L 

Rating: Too good to be true 

“This might be a game, but it’s 

not something you play.”  This 

has been thousands of people’s 

motto for two years in Sword Art Online, a virtual 

reality massive multi-player online roleplay game, 

or VRMMORPG for short.  Many people were           

excited beyond reason to take a “full dive” into 

virtual reality for the first time in 2022.  However, 

the terms and agreements make their revenge by 

suddedly turning all the customized players into 

their actual forms and they can’t leave until the 

100th floor of Aincrad is cleared.  But wait!   Plot 

twist! If you run out of health, the simulator hel-

met shuts down your brain and kills you.  This 

game means your life.  The art is impeccable as 

well as the constant plot twists within the story.  

Will you play? 

 

The Outsiders 

By S.E. Hinton 

Critic:  Stewie Griffin 

Rating: Socks with sandals 

The Outsiders is a book about 

gang conflict between rich and 

poor kids.  While you might 

think that this takes place in a 

large, well known city, it actually 

takes place in Tulsa, Oklahoma (never heard of it, 

huh?).  However, don’t think that this book has 

much action either.  Even though the book’s 

about gangs, the most intense thing that happens 

is someone getting mugged.  I wouldn’t recom-

mend reading it, but you’ll have to read it anyway 

in eighth grade! 
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Drums, Girls and             

Dangerous Pies 

By Jordan Sonnenblick 

Critic:  Mak Attack 

Rating: Too good to be true 

When Steven’s brother, Jeffrey, 

gets leukemia, Steven’s life 

goes down.   From money to 

school  Steven’s life is a mess.  

Steven doesn’t have enough money to pay for his 

love of drum lessons.  To see Steven experience 

Jeffrey’s sickness read Drums, Girls and Dangerous 

Pies by Jordan Sonnenblick. 
 

My Neighbor Totoro 

Rated G 

Critic:  L 

Rating: Too good to be true 

My Neighbor Totoro is an 

adorable animated English 

dubbed Japanese movie for 

people of all ages.  Four-year-

old Mei and her older sister 

Satsuki move with their father to an unfamiliar 

town when they begin noticing strange creatures 

in the forest.  The animation is fairly good for the 

time it was made and includes unpredictable  

concepts you could never imagine.  Since it is a 

family movie, it is fairly short, but definitely                   

deserves a sequel! 

 

Trouble 

By Gary Schmidt 

Critic:  Suit Up! 

Rating: Socks in sandals 

Trouble is one of the better 

books we read in school.  It is 

about a kid who faces the loss 

of his brother and faces an              

unlikely climb.  However this 

book is really predictable. 



Earth’s Structure: Interactive Science 

By Pearson (The Company) 

Critic:  Morty Jr. 

Rating: Defenestration               
necessary 

Do you like homework?  Do 

you like tedious, menial 

tasks?  Do you like boring 

reading?  If you answered 

yes to any of these                    

questions, seek professional 

help immediately.  But, before you leave, read this 

book.  It gives a fascinating history of earth’s                  

creation, and rocks (lots of rocks).  There are also 

many questions to be answered, blanks to be 

filled in, and adventures to be had (that last one 

was a lie.)  So, don’t read it, unless your teacher 

makes you. 
 

A Raisin in the Sun 

By Lorraine Hansberry 

Critic:  Wishmaker 

Rating: Good enough to be true 

This American classic has a            

decent plot, fleshed out                     

characters, and the unspecific 

setting fits it well.  By stating 

“between WWII and today,” it 

leaves the time to the imagination, and it works.  

However, the plot, while well thought out, is not 

too well substantiated.  I didn’t love it, but I still 

recommend  you read it. 
 

Savvy 

By Ingrid Law 

Critic:  Peanut 

Rating: Defenestration                  
necessary 

This book is absolutely terrible.  

That’s pretty much all I                   

remember except talking                

tattoos.  The plot was boring, 

had no compliations (except the father in a car 

crash).  I love fantasy and magic, don’t get me 

wrong, but an exciting plot really sells it for me.  

This had magic, but exciting plot it was not. 

Wolves of the Beyond: Lone Wolf 

By Kathryn Lasky 

Critic:  Skittles 

Rating: Defenestration                          
necessary 

This book is cute and all, with 

the fact that a tiny wolf pup is  

being raised by a grizzly bear.  

BUT, this is pretty much the  

only book I’ve ever read that I 

didn’t like that much.  The 

whole thing is simply confusing, with hard to           

pronounce names and complicated back stories.  

Not to mention the writing style is a mix of 3rd 

person and 1st person, making it sound like cave-

men are speaking.  It is also sad, considering the 

customs of the wolves, like leaving a pup to die 

on a mountain, and that almost everyone dies, 

including the grizzly who raised the wolf.  Also the 

wolf gets adopted into the pack, so I don’t get 

how there are at least 3 or 4 more books (I didn’t 

read them.)  Overall, this book is really not the 

best….at all. 
 

 

Crossy Road 

By Hipster Whale 

Critic:  M.C. Giggles 

Rating: Good enough to be true 

This app is amazing and super 

addicting!  It’s pretty much a rip off of frogger but 

still just as much fun with new super stereotypical 

characters you can travel across the road without 

getting run over or falling into water.  From fish 

and chips to the dress this is an awesome app!  

P.S. I almost forgot about Unihorse!!! 
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The Mysterious                  

Benedict Society 

By Trenton Lee Stewart 

Critic:  Stewie Griffon 

Rating: Good enough to be 
true 

Do you enjoy adventure stories 

or mind-bending puzzles?  

Then this book is for you!   This 

story tells you about four gifted children who join 

a secret society who are on a mission to save the 

world from a demented headmaster.  Read this 

book immediately! 
 

Hoodwinked 

Movie Rated PG 

Critic:  Disney Fan 

Rating: Good enough to be 
true 

I am actually not reviewing a 

Disney film.  Today I am                   

reviewing Hoodwinked.  The movie is a                           

combination of Red Riding Hood and a crime    

scene as the police question Red, The Wolf,                

Granny and the Huntsmen.  This is one of the   

funniest movies I have ever seen.  The movie is 

hilarious.  The best scene involves a singing goat.  

However, there are some problems.  For one 

thing, the animation is bad as the characters  

barely move in some scenes.  But despite that it is 

funny and a must watch. 
 

Trickster’s Choice 

By Tamora Pierce 

Critic:  Peanut 

Rating: Good enough to be true 

This book is awesome!  Not too 

much magic, just enough                

violence, but not too much, and 

weird character names.  I mean 

seriously….Winnamine?!  What 

type of name is that?!  Not to mention Nawat.  

The names are hard to follow, I kept forgetting 

Winnamine was the duchess and Nawat the crown

-man.  Also, the scenes are stretched out.  The 

setting could take almost a page and a half!              

Otherwise, it’s amazing. 
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The Candymakers 

By Wendy Mass 

Critic:  Athena the Wise M. 

Rating: Good enough to be 
true 

This isn’t one of the best 

books by Wendy Mass, but it 

is still really good.  The story 

is told through the eyes of 

four unique children who entered a candy-making 

contest for their own reasons.  Some lead secret 

lives, and some have mysterious pasts.  Well, it’s 

not super dramatic, but it is still a great story with 

surprises along the way.  Each character has their 

own unique voice.  It’s a pretty good plot and 

many people loved it. 
 

The Curious Incident of the Dog in 

the Night Time 

Play based on a book by 
Mark Haddon 

Critic:  Totally Not Maxwell 

Rating: Too good to be true 

I thoroughly enjoyed this 

drama.  I t  fo l lows                       

Christopher, a teenage boy 

who is in one sense not all 

there, but in another more 

observant than anyone else.  

He is found addressing the carcass of Wellington, 

his neighbor’s dog.  He is given a warning from 

the police.  Finding Wellington’s killer is mission 

#1. Mission #2 is to find out what happened to his 

mother.  His father said that she died.  The clues 

suggest otherwise.  Get to the Ethel Barrymore 

Theatre and see it right away! 

 
 

 



Cirque du Freak: The 

Vampire’s Assistant 

By Darren Shan 

Critic:  Skittles 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Darren Shan is a vampire.  Well, 

he’s a half-vampire.  Don’t             

worry though,  it’s NOTHING 

like Twilight!  This book is 

bloody, gory, and awesome!  Anyway, Darren and 

Mr. Crepsley re-join the Cirque, and Darren makes 

friends with Evra von, the Snake boy.  Evra and 

Darren meet Sam, a curious boy with                                 

sophisticated vocabulary who wants to join the 

Cirque.  ([spoiler] Sam gets ripped open by the 

wolf man at the end.)  Meanwhile, Darren’s                 

hunger for human blood grows stronger as he 

grows weaker... 

 

Wonder 

By R.J. Palacio 

Critic:  M.C. Giggles 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Looks can be very deceiving.  

Auggie is a boy who has been 

homeschooled all his life.  It’s 

his first year at school, and it’s 

harder than you would think.  He has a deformity 

which makes it even harder.  He makes friends, 

enemies, and never gives up.  This book is amaz-

ing!  For all the details READ THE BOOK!!! 

 

Will Grayson, Will 

Grayson 

By John Green and David 
Levithan 

Critic:  Kickstarter 

Rating: Too good to be true 

An amazing collaboration  

between the two authors. Will 

Grayson and Will Grayson 

meet and are both shocked and confused.                    

Hilariously profanity and the incorporation of  

music and LGBT themes make a very satisfying 

read.   
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This is Your Brain on 

Music 

By Daniel J. Levitin 

Critic:  Totally Not Maxwell 

Rating: Too good to be true 

I read this book for a school 

project, and was expecting it 

to be boring, but it turned out 

to be anything but.  It answers questions that                 

anyone who has thought about music has                         

pondered.  I would recommend this book to                     

anyone who enjoys music: and who doesn’t? 
 

A Raisin in the Sun 

By Lorraine Hansberry 

Critic:  Hud5-TP 

Rating: Socks with sandals 

This book isn’t really a book, it’s 

a play.  In this play we follow 

the life of an American-                 

American family during the  

1950s in Harlem.  In my opinion, 

the dialog is confusing at times, and the plot is 

pretty flat. 

 

Prada and Prejudice 

By Mandy Hubbard 

Critic:  Paris 

Rating: Socks with sandals 

This is another silly teen girl 

book that I guess only did well 

because it supposedly is based 

off the famed classic Pride and 

Prejudice.  It is basically                    

nothing like it other than that 

it is mostly set in the Regency era.  And there is a 

love-hate romance.  It is such an easy read                   

because it is written in teenage talk.  So, it like, 

totally sounds like this, and OMG whatever. 

 



Wind Catcher 

By Jeff and Erynn Altabef 

Critic:  WishMaker 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Wind Catcher uses the cliché of 

a destiny thousands of years old, 

but that is where the downsides 

end.  The book has a gripping 

storyline, and it feels original.  

All the characters, while fitting common 

archytypes, feel unique.  They are relatable                  

because they are different, and react to being                  

different in very unique ways, and all perfectly                    

reflect their personality.  You always know                   

something will happen, but you never know what.  

The setting in Arizona fits the story and                     

characters perfectly, and nothing feels forced                    

unless it’s meant to be.  It never felt like the                  

authors were short on ideas, and the only things 

that sounded desperate are quotes by desperate 

characters. 
 

Glory 

Rated R 

Critic:  Suit Up! 

Rating: Too good to be true 

This is the best movie for the 

summer work.  It is based on 

the first African American Civil 

War regiment.  Through a 

bunch of hard work they become an elite                          

regiment.  One of the first battles they fought in 

they were the front line.  Although they got 

slaughtered it was still a great movie. 

 

Rocket Ship Galileo 

By Robert Heinlein 

Critic:  Morty Jr. 

Rating: Too good to be true 

In this realistic/science fiction 

book, three high school/college 

age kids and a rocket scientist 

try to go to the moon.  I’ve said 

too much.  This is classified, and only a select few 

can know.  People may have thought space and 

time travel was impossible, but it was more com-

mon than one would think.  You  8 

would like this if you like science fiction, or if you 

are interested in adventures that are space-

related.  However, I am not sure how accurate this 

book is with physics, math, etc.  And, this book 

came out before the actual moon launch, so it was 

an inspiration for modern space travel.  So, if you 

like sci-fi, read it! 

 

The Hunchback of Notre Dame 

Rated G 

Critic:  Skittles 

Rating: Too good to be true 

This is my favorite Disney movie.  

It’s about a hunchback named 

Quasimodo who meets a               

beautiful Gypsy named                  

Esmeralda.  There is more to the 

plot than that but it’s way too 

complex to explain.  While most 

Disney movies are about pretty 

princesses and talking animals this one is darker 

and more mature then the others.  All that plus 

great                    animation and songs are why it 

is my favorite  Disney movie. 

 

The Book of Three 

By Lloyd Alexander 

Critic:  Grammarconda 

Rating: Too good to be true 

The Book of Three is a great 

fantasy book.  Taran, assistant 

pig keeper has lost the oracle 

pig named Hen-Wen.  Taran 

ran after Hen-Wen and met a 

Prince!  Not prince charming, 

he has an untamed beard, and 

gray hair.  It turns out, the 

Prince was also after the pig.  However, their 

search does not go unnoticed.  Queen Achren 

wants their heads on her wall, and Aran’s cauldron

-born are hunting their every step.  Will they               

survive? 



Doctor Who 

TV Show 

Critic:  L 

Rating: Too good to be true 

This 1960s sci-fi show is a mix of 

many genres for anyone, as it 

was rebooted in 2005. The                    

Doctor is a nameless timelord, an ancient alien 

species, with a TARDIS- short for time and relative 

dimension in space. It serves as both a spaceship 

and time machine. Unfortunately, since then, the 

timelords have fallen and the Doctor has been 

traveling around Earth gathering human                         

companions for adventures with trouble around 

every turn. But wait! There's a twist. How can the 

Doctor have been around for so long? He dies. 

When his body ages or is mortally wounded, he 

regenerates into a new body with a new                           

personality, only keeping his memories. He is now 

about 1300 years old, in his twelfth form. Allonsy, 

or should I say,  GERONIMO!  
 

Panic! at the Disco 

Band 

Critic:  L 

Rating: Too good to be true 

This mysteriously named band on the edge of 

punk rock is always full of new catchy ideas! They 

occasionally bend the rules of their genre, but 

they have made some big hits in the past few 

years including “I Write Sins not Tragedies” (which 

is more well known by its tune than name).                      

Unfortunately, Spencer Smith, drummer and part 

of the beginning duo, left in 2013, but the lead 

singer Brendon Urie follows through with the sig-

nature sound of the band. In the past month or 

so, they released a new single called “Hallelujah,” 

which is yet to have a music video, but has already 

hit the charts. Who knows? They have a song for 

everyone!  
 

Moonrise Kingdom 

Rated PG-13 

Critic:  Hud5-TP 

Rating:  Too good to be true 

This is a movie about love that is 

actually good.  It is funny and will 

make you laugh.  It is by the        
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person who made Fantastic Mr. Fox.  This is a 

great movie. 

 

Life is Strange 

Video Game Rated: M 

Critic: L 

Rating: Too good to be true 

Life is Strange is a third-person video game with 

no definite end. Every choice you make changes 

the entire game. You play as Max Caufield, a 

sweet loner girl with photographic talent who 

goes to Blackwell Academy in Arcadia Bay. One 

day, you have a strange vision. There's a storm 

wrecking Arcadia Bay, only a week in the future. 

You find out your best friend is suicidal and your 

old friend has been expelled. Everything is moving 

so fast - but that's the least of your problems. You 

can turn back time. Now you have to save your 

friends, help your family, and stop people from 

potentially dying at school. "Episodes" of the 

game are released every week or so as the story 

unfolds. You can save your best friend, your old 

friend, her father, or yourself. Think fast - time  

isn't always on your side.  

 

100 Great Science                  
Fiction Short, Short    
Stories 

Edited by Isaac Asimov 

Critic:  Morty Jr. 

Rating: Too good to be true 

The plot of this book is really 

difficult to explain because 

there is no one plot.  There are 100 plots.  From 

God to time travel, this book has it all.  And, the 

best part?  They are only 2-3 pages long, so 

whether you are waiting in line for a burger at 

McDonalds or going to bed, this book is the book 

for you.  However, you need to have a broad view 

of the possibilities of the wonders of the universe, 

and may need to have an Ebay account* because 

this book is pretty old.  So to sum things up, this 

is a good book and you should read it. 

 

*or a library card 



Hud5-TP 

Hello. I am HUD5-TP but                       

my friends call me Hudstrap 

(If I had any).  Wow it’s dub-

stop time wub-wub-wub, 

drop unch wub-wub-wub-

wub-unch-unch-unch 

L 
Anime, manga,                          

sci-fi, fantasy,                                 

and, um…                            

that’s it… 

Grammar-

Eat. Sleep. Read. 

Skittles 

Books, Minecraft,                  

animals, Pokemon, 

FNAF, and Caramel.                

That’s really it... 

Stewie Griffon 

I love                 

sophisticated 

toddlers too! 

Disney Fan 

I am in love with Disney              

movies.  My favorite is The 

Hunchback of Notre Dame.  

You can expect reviews of 

many Disney movies from me 

this year. 

WishMaker 

Some spin-off of                                     

the cliché genie                                      

wish stereotype, but 4 wishes 

because it’s my favorite number.  

No extra comment needed. 

Totally Not Maxwell 

See! I wasn’t Erica!  But am I 

Maxwell?  Or am I really Amy? 

Sparkles, glitter, more 

sparkles, sequins and 

most of all giggles 

#LOL 

M.C. Giggles 

Paris 

Bonjour!  I am 

in ze 8th grade.  

I like ze Disney.  

I don’t take 

French. 

Suit Up! 

Seven Half-Bloods shall   

answer the call.  To storm 

or fire the world must fall.  

An oath kept at the final 

breath as foes bear arms at 

the doors of death.   

P.S. Suit Up!!! 

Kickstarter 

Trap, house, big bass kicks 

and 808s are too much for 

my $30 Apple earbuds.  

Guess who. 

Meet the Critics 

Morty Jr. 

Baseball is love,                               

baseball is life.  I have hand(s). 

Turquoise. Roman soldiers.  For 

the Win. #TeamFurious 

Mak Attack 

I love reading.                

Enough said. 

Athena the Wise. M 

I ♥ Books. And 

knitting and I’m 

smart. 

Peanut + Books = Life. 

That’s all there is to 

say. 

Peanut 
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